〈Appendix 1〉 Projective pre-test and post-test

- House (pre-test) vs. House (post-test)
- Tree (pre-test) vs. Tree (post-test)
- Person 1 (pre-test) vs. Person 1 (post-test)
- Person 2 (pre-test) vs. Person 2 (post-test)

〈Appendix 2〉 Sandplay therapy sessions

- The initial phase of therapy: My situations & regression

1 session (Untitled)
2 session (Untitled)
3 session (Untitled)
3-1 session (Untitled, the key revealed)
3-2 session (Untitled, the key revealed)
4 session (Untitled, the key revealed)
5-1 session (Untitled)
5-2 session (Untitled, the baby snake and baby dinosaur revealed)
6 session (Untitled)
7-1 session (Untitled)
7-2 session (Untitled)
8-1 session (Untitled)
8-2 session (Untitled)
9 session (Untitled)
The intermediate phase: Rebirth

- The intermediate phase I: Death I

- The intermediate phase II: Death II
모래놀이치료를 통한 지적장애인 남아의 정신세계에 대한 이해

- The intermediate phase III: Death III

26-2 session (Untitled)
27 session (Untitled)
28-1 session (Untitled)
28-2 session (Untitled)
29 session (Untitled)
29 session (Untitled, the spider revealed)
30 session (Untitled)
31 session (In play, late)
32 session (Untitled)

- The intermediate phase IV: Birth

33 session (untitled, middle)
33 session (Untitled, late)
34 session (The birth of teacher)

- The intermediate phase V: Growth

35 session (Untitled, early)
35 session (Untitled, middle)
35 session (Untitled, late)
36-1 session (Untitled)
36-2 session (Untitled)
37 session (Untitled)
38 session (Untitled)
39 session (Untitled)
40 session (untitled)
41 session (Untitled)
42 session (Untitled)
43 session (Untitled)
44 session (Untitled)
45-1 session (Untitled, late)
45-2 session (Untitled, late)
46 session (Untitled, early)
The final phase: The acquisition of treasure